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Abstract

In this paper we introduceSFP
M , a category ofSFPdomains which provides very sat-

isfactorydomain-models, i.e. “partializations”, of separable Stone spaces (2-Stone spaces).
More specifically,SFP

M is a subcategory ofSFP
ep, closed under direct limits as well as

many constructors, such as lifting, sum, product and Plotkin powerdomain (with the no-
table exception of the function space constructor).SFP

M is “structurally well behaved”, in
the sense that the functorMAX, which associates to each object ofSFP

M the Stone space
of its maximal elements, is compositional with respect to the constructors above, andω-
continuous. A correspondence can be established between these constructors overSFP

M

and appropriate constructors on Stone spaces, wherebySFPdomain-models of Stone spaces
defined as solutions of a vast class of recursive equations in2-Stone, can be obtained sim-
ply by solving the corresponding equations inSFP

M . Moreover any continuous function
between two 2-Stone spaces can be extended to a continuous function between any two
SFP

M domain-models of the original spaces. The categorySFP
M does not include all the

SFP’s with a 2-Stone space of maximal elements (CSFP’s). We show that theCSFP’s can
be characterized precisely as suitable retracts ofSFP

M objects. Then the results proved for
SFP

M easily extends to the wider category havingCSFP’s as objects.
UsingSFP

M we can provide a plethora of “partializations” of the space of finitary hy-
persets (the hyperuniverseNω [15]). These includes the classical ones proposed in [2, 3]
and [20], which are also shown to benon-isomorphic, thus providing a negative answer to a
problem raised in [20].

Keywords. Denotational Semantics, Domain Theory, Stone Spaces, Totality.

Introduction

The problem of finding satisfactory “partializations” of topological spaces, arises in several
areas of Mathematics and Computer Science, when dealing with computable approximations
of classical notions. A “partialization”, or equivalentlya domain-model, of a topological space
∗Partially supported by Progetto MURST Cofin’99 TOSCA.
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(X,Ω(X)), is a domain whose subspace of maximal points endowed with the induced Scott
topology is homeomorphic to(X,Ω(X)). The points of the original space appear then astotal,
or maximal, elements of its domain-model, and the extrapartial elements can be seen either
asapproximationsof the former, or, equivalently, as the representatives of possiblyintensional
propertiesof the original space.

Following the pioneering work of Scott, domain-models of real numbers and other met-
ric spaces have been used extensively to study generalized computability on those structures
(see e.g. [25, 26, 10, 12]). The interest in domain-models ofmetric spaces arises also in the
study of the relations between metric semantics and order-theoretic semantics of programming
languages [26, 12, 5, 23, 8].

The problem of defining suitable domain-models of a given topological space, has an in-
verse. Namely, the problem of characterizing the topological spaces determined by the max-
imal points of a given class of domains. These spaces, calledmaximal spacesin [18], have
been widely studied in the literature. Kamimura and Tang, in[17], characterize the maximal
spaces of bounded complete continuous (and algebraic)CPO’s. Lawson, in [18], gives an ele-
gant characterization of the maximal spaces ofω-continuousCPO’s which arecoherent at the
top, i.e. for which the Scott and Lawson topologies on maximal elements coincide. These are
precisely the Polish spaces. Flagg and Kopperman, in [13], prove that the maximal spaces of
ω-algebraicCPO’s coherent at the top, are exactly the complete separable ultrametric spaces (or
equivalently the Polish zero-dimensional spaces). Finally, Martin, in [19], shows that this latter
class of spaces is obtained also restricting to the maximal spaces ofω-algebraic Scott domains.

However, even if there has been considerable interest in recent years in domain-models of
metric spaces and, conversely, in maximal spaces of domains, little attention has been given so
far to investigating how tight can be made the structural correspondence between a space and
its “partialization”.

In this paper, following an idea originally suggested by Abramsky (see [1, 2]), we address
this latter issue for the categories of separable Stone spaces (2-Stone spacesfor short), i.e.
compact Hausdorff spaces with a countable basis of clopen sets, andSFP domains. This is a
very significant situation in the semantics of programming languages. Both categories, in fact,
play prominent roles in metric semantics (see [9]) and ordertheoretic semantics (see [21]),
respectively.

The crucial fact which allows to establish a tight correspondence between 2-Stone spaces
and theirSFPdomain-models is that both have afinitary nature, i.e. they are limits of sequences
of finite structures, namely finite discrete spaces and finitepartial orders, respectively. At the
level offinitestructures, we have the following pleasing situation:

1. the subspace of maximal elements of a partial order is a discrete topological space, and
every discrete space can be viewed as such a subspace, for suitable partial orders;

2. the functorMAX, which associates to each partial order the space of its maximal ele-
ments, is “compositional” with respect to many constructors, e.g. lifting(.)⊥, separated
sum+, product× and Plotkin powerdomainPPl;

3. any function on maximal elements can be extended to a monotone function on the partial
orders.

Thus, one can definecompositionallydomain-models of (at least) finite discrete topological
spaces.

In this paper we show that what happens at finite level can be generalized to theω-limit.
In particular we introduce a suitable (non full) subcategory SFPM of SFPep closed under direct
limits as well as under the above mentioned constructors. The maximal space of everySFPM

object is a 2-Stone space and, conversely, every 2-Stone space can be viewed as the subspace
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of maximal elements of an object inSFPM. This category provides very satisfactory domain-
models of 2-Stone spaces, since the functorMAX, from SFPM to 2-Stone, is ω-continuous
and “compositional” with respect to several domain constructors such as those listed in the
following correspondence table:

SFPM (·)⊥ × + PPl

2-Stone Id × ⊎ Pnco

where, for a 2-Stone spaceX, Pnco(X) denotes the set of non-empty compact subsets ofX
endowed with the Vietoris topology. More precisely we introduce a classF of constructors in
SFPM including the above and closed under composition and minimalization. For eachF ∈ F

we show that the “corresponding” constructorF over2-Stone (defined inductively according to
the above table) is modelled byF , i.e.,MAX◦F = F ◦ (MAX, . . . ,MAX). Thus we can provide
naturallySFP domain-models of Stone spaces, defined as solutions of a vastclass of domain
equations in2-Stone, by simply solving the corresponding equations inSFPM. Furthermore
any continuous function between 2-Stone spaces can be extended to a continuous function
between any twoSFPM domain-models of the original spaces.

The categorySFPM does not include allCSFP’s, i.e., all theSFP’s with a 2-Stone space of
maximal elements. We show that theCSFP’s can be characterized precisely as the retracts of
SFPM objects via M-pairs. The corresponding categorycSFPM of CSFP’s and M-pairs, which
hasSFPM as a full subcategory, enjoys properties analogous to thoseproved forSFPM. First,
it is closed under direct limits and under the constructors in the classF . Moreover, the functor
MAX extends to a well-definedω-continuous functor overcSFPM, compositional with respect
to the constructors inF .

Unfortunately, the mentioned results cannot be extended toinclude thefunction space con-
structor: neitherSFPM nor 2-Stone are closed under the function space constructor and the
attempt of finding a functor over topological spaces which models the function space construc-
tor over domains appears to be hopeless also in wider categories of topological spaces and
SFP’s.

UsingSFPM as an ambient category, we can obtain various partializations of finitary hy-
persets, i.e., of the closure with respect to the “bisimulation metric” of the space of hereditarily
finite hypersets, including those proposed in the literature by Abramsky [2, 3] and Mislove,
Moss, Oles [20]. The space of finitary hypersets is homeomorphic to the hyperuniverseNω
of [14] and it appears quite frequently in topology under different perspectives, e.g. as the
Cantor-1 space, i.e. the union of Cantor’s discontinuum, obtained by the standard middle third
removal construction plus the centres of all the removed intervals. Abramsky in [2] defines his
domain directly by picking the initial solution of an appropriate equation inSFPep. The same
equation is used in [3] to define the domainSynchronization trees with divergence(over a single
action). Mislove Moss and Oles, on the other hand, introducetheir domain as the initialcon-
tinuous set algebra[20]. These two domains arise as solutions ofdifferentdomain equations in
SFPep. The well-known fact that the solutions of such domain equations have homeomorphic
maximal spaces comes also as an immediate application of theresults in this paper. Actually,
our results show that there is indeed aplethoraof reflexive domain equations whose initial so-
lutions have the hyperuniverseNω as maximal space. There being so many different domain
equations yielding domain-models for the finitary hypersets the natural question arises as to
whether such domain-models are isomorphic. A special case of this question was formally
raised in [20] concerning the two domains mentioned above. In this paper we show that such
domains are not isomorphic and that, more generally, there exists an infinite number of non-
isomorphic domain-models for the space of finitary hypersets. However, it is a matter of further
investigation to find out if such domain-models have significant independent characterizations
as those in [3, 20].
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Throughout the paper we use standard notation and basic facts of Domain Theory and
Topology (see [22, 11, 4, 24]). In Section 1 we give the basic definitions and we recall some
useful properties of Stone spaces andSFPdomains. In Section 2 we define the categorySFPM,
providing two alternative characterizations for its objects. In Section 3 we show thatSFPM is
closed under direct limits as well as under a significant family of constructors. In Section 4
we establish a tight structural relation betweenSFPM and the category of 2-Stone spaces, by
introducing the functorMAX. In Section 5 we discuss the problem of extending continuous
functions between 2-Stone spaces to theirSFPM domain-models. In Section 6 we study the
retracts ofSFPM objects, providing a characterization for the class ofCSFP’s. In Section 7 we
study domain-models of finitary hypersets, focusing on those of [20] and [2, 3]. Final remarks
appear in Section 8.

A preliminary version of this paper was presented at TAPSOFT’97 [6]. It grew out from
some initial results presented by the authors at the 1994 meeting in Rennes of the EEC project
MASK (Mathematical Structures for Concurrency).

Acknowledgements. The authors are grateful to S. Abramsky, B. Flagg, R. Koppermann,
P. Di Gianantonio, M. Lenisa, M. Mislove and to all MASK members for their useful comments.
Many thanks are due also to the anonymous referees for their insightful suggestions.

1 Stone spaces andSFPdomains

In this section we recall some notations, definitions and basic facts about Stone spaces andSFP

domains (see e.g. [22, 11, 4, 24] for more details). Both kinds of objects arefinitary in the
sense that they can be obtained as limits of sequences of finite objects in the corresponding
categories.

1.1 Topological spaces and Stone spaces

A topological space will be denoted by(X,Ω(X)) whereX is the underlying set andΩ(X)
the topology, or simply byX when the topology is clear from the context. The category of
topological spaces and continuous functions will be denoted byTop.

Let 〈Xn, fn〉n be an inverse sequence inTop, i.e., a sequenceX0
f0←X1

f1←X2 . . . of topological
spaces and continuous functions. The(inverse) limitof 〈Xn, fn〉n, denoted by lim

←
〈Xn, fn〉n, is the

categorical limit of the sequence. It can be characterized as the setX = {(xn)n ∈ ΠnXn : ∀n≥
0. fn(xn+1) = xn}, considered as a subspace of the productΠnXn, together with the obvious
projectionsπn : X→ Xn.

DEFINITION 1 (2-STONE SPACES) A 2-Stonespace is a compact, Hausdorff space with a
countable basis of clopen sets. We denote by2-Stone the full subcategory ofTop consisting
of 2-Stone spaces.

The following proposition recalls some alternative characterizations of 2-Stone spaces which
will be useful in the sequel.

PROPOSITION2 Let (X,Ω(X)) be a topological space. The following are equivalent:

1. (X,Ω(X)) is a 2-Stone space;

2. (X,Ω(X)) = lim
←
〈(Xn,Ω(Xn)), fn〉n (Xn finite,Ω(Xn) discrete topology);

3. (X,Ω(X)) is compact and ultrametrizable with a distance function d: X×X→ {0}∪
{2−n : n∈ N}n.
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1.2 Partial orders, CPO’s and SFP’s

A complete partial order(or CPO for short) will be denoted by(D,⊑) or simply byD. Given
an elementd ∈ D we will write ↑d for theupper set{x∈ D : d⊑ x} and ↓d for the lower set
{x∈ D : x⊑ d}. Given twoCPO’s D andE, anembedding-projection pair(ep-pair) p : D→ E
is any pair of continuous functions〈i : D→ E, j : E→D〉 such thati ◦ j ⊑ idE and j ◦ i = idD.
We denote byCPOep the category ofCPO’s and embedding-projection pairs. Let〈Dn, pn〉n be

a directed sequence inCPOep, namely a sequenceD0
p0→ D1

p1→ D2 . . . of CPO’s and ep-pairs
pn = 〈in, jn〉. The(direct) limit of 〈Dn, pn〉n, denoted by lim

→
〈Dn, pn〉n, is the categorical colimit

of the sequence. It can be characterized as the setD = {(dn)n ∈ΠnDn : ∀n≥ 0. jn(xn+1) = xn},
endowed with the pointwise order, together with the canonical ep-pairsγn : Dn→D. Typically,
we will denote byin and jn the components of each ep-pairpn and byγn = 〈αn,βn〉 the canonical
ep-pair from eachDn into the direct limit. Moreover, forn,m∈ N we will write pn,n+k for the
ep-pairpn+k−1◦ . . .◦ pn : Dn→Dn+k with componentsin,n+k and jn,n+k. Fork= 0 it is intended
that pn,n represent the identity pair.

DEFINITION 3 (SFP DOMAINS) A Sequence of Finite Posets (SFP domain or simplySFP) is
a partial order which is the direct limit of a directed sequence of finiteCPO’s in CPOep. We
denote bySFPep the full subcategory ofCPOep consisting ofSFPdomains.

LetD be an algebraicCPOand letK(D) be the set of its compact elements. GivenX⊆K(D),
we writeU(X) for the set ofminimal upper boundsof X. The setU(X) is said to becompleteif
for each upper boundy of X there existsx∈U(X) such thatx⊑ y. MoreoverU∗(X) denotes the
smallest set containingX and closed underU. The following proposition gives a well known
alternative characterization ofSFPdomains.

PROPOSITION4 Let (D,⊑) be a partial order. Then D is anSFP if and only if (i) D is an
ω-algebraicCPO and for every finite X⊆ K(D), (ii) the set of minimal upper boundsU(X) is
finite and complete and (iii)U∗(X) is finite.

If D satisfies only the first two of the three conditions above it iscalled a 2/3 SFP(or acoherent
ω-algebraic domain).

Given anω-algebraicCPO D and an enumerationK(D) = {a0,a1,a2, . . .} of its compact
elements, a subbasis for theLawson topologyonD is given by the sets

{↑a, (↑a)c : a∈ K(D)},

whereXc denotes the complement ofX in D, i.e. D \X. The Lawson topology is always
metrizable with an ultrametric

d(x,y) = inf{2−n : ∀i ≤ n. ai ∈↓x iff ai ∈↓y}, for x,y∈ D.

The following lemma shows that when restricted to the space of maximal elements of a 2/3
SFP, the Scott and Lawson topologies coincide, or, according tothe terminology of [19], every
2/3SFPis coherent at the top. A similar proof is used in [17] (Lemma 3.1) to show that bounded
and directed completeω-continuousCPO’s are coherent at the top. Both results can be seen as a
consequence of Corollary 3.4 in [18], where it is shown that coherence at the top holds of anyω-
continuousCPOfor which the Lawson topology is compact. Indeed, the explicit proof provided
here essentially relies on the fact that, by the 2/3 SFPtheorem (see [22], Theorem 7.8), if (and
only if) D is a 2/3 SFP then the Lawson topology onD is compact. Hereafter the topologies
induced by the the Scott and Lawson topologies over the maximal space of a domainD will be
denoted bySD andLD, respectively.
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LEMMA 5 (COHERENCE AT THE TOP) Let D be a2/3 SFP and letMax(D) be the subset of
maximal elements of D. Then the induced topologiesLD andSD overMax(D) coincide.

Proof . The inclusionSD ⊆ LD is trivial. In order to show the converse inclusion we prove
thatMax((↑a)c) is open in(Max(D),SD). Considerx∈Max((↑a)c). SinceD is ω-algebraic
there exists a chain(an)n of compact elements such thatx =

F

nan. We state thatMax(↑an)⊆
Max((↑a)c) for somen. In fact, suppose by contradiction that for everyn there existsyn ∈
Max(↑an)∩Max(↑a). SinceD is a 2/3 SFP, the Lawson topology is compact. Thus(yn)n

admits a converging subsequence(ynk)k, whose limity must be in↑a, since↑a is Lawson
closed. Now,(ank)k is a chain, henceank ⊑ anh ⊑ ynh for all h≥ k and thus, since↑ank is
Lawson closed,ank ⊑ y for all k. Thus

F

k ank = x⊑ y. By maximality ofx we have thatx = y,
contradictingy∈↑a.

Summing up, for eachx ∈ Max((↑a)c) there exists a compact elementb ⊑ x such that
x∈Max(↑b)⊆Max((↑a)c). ThusMax((↑a)c) is open in(Max(D),SD). 2

The next proposition will be used to prove that, when dealingwith a direct limit inSFPep,
certain properties of compact elements can be tested at a finite level. In the sequel we will write
A⊆fin B to mean thatA is a finite subset ofB.

PROPOSITION6 Let 〈Dn, pn〉n be a directed sequence inSFPep and let D= lim
→
〈Dn, pn〉n and

let γn = 〈αn,βn〉 : Dn→D be the canonical ep-pairs from each Dn into the limit. Then:

1. u⊆ f in K(D) ⇔ ∃n. ∃un⊆ f in K(Dn). u = αn(un);

2. ∀n. ∀un⊆ f in K(Dn). U∗(αn(un)) = αn(U
∗
n(un)).

2 The categorySFP
M

In this section we introduce the categorySFPM, a subcategory ofSFPepwhich provides domain-
models, exactly, for the class of 2-Stone spaces. Objects inSFPM are defined as special direct
limits in SFPep, but we provide also an “intrinsic” characterization ofSFPM and a characteriza-
tion in terms of retractions. Besides sheding some light on the structure ofSFPM domains, such
characterizations will be helpful in the next section to prove some interesting closure properties
of SFPM.

2.1 Definition of SFP
M

A first basic observation which guides us to the definition of the categorySFPM is a direct
consequence of Lemma 5.

PROPOSITION7 (MAXIMAL SPACES OF SFP’ S) Let(D,⊑) be a (2/3) SFP. Then(Max(D),SD)
is a Hausdorff space, with a countable basis of clopen sets.

By the above result, if the maximal space of anSFPis not a 2-Stone space the only possible
reason is the lack of compactness. Indeed, not allSFP’s have a compact maximal space. For
instanceN⊥ is clearly anSFPand the space of maximal elements(Max(N⊥),SN⊥

) is a discrete
infinite space, hence it is not compact.

We will show that a sufficient, although not necessary (see Subsection 2.5), condition on
D which ensures the compactness ofMax(D) is the existence of a directed sequence of finite
posets with limitD, whereprojections preserve maximal elements. For a sufficient andneces-
sarycondition the reader is referred to Section 6. First we need the following definition.
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DEFINITION 8 (M-PAIR) Let D and E beSFP’s. An ep-pair p= 〈i, j〉 : D→ E is called a
maximals preserving pair, or M-pair, if j(Max(E))⊆Max(D).

Notice that ifp = 〈i, j〉 : D→E is an M-pair thenj(Max(E)) = Max(D). In fact, by surjec-
tivity of j, for all x∈Max(D) there existsy∈ E such thatj(y) = x. Hence ify′ ∈Max(↑y) we
have j(y′) = x. Moreover, it is immediate to verify that M-pairs are closedunder composition.
Finally we can give the first definition of the categorySFPM.

DEFINITION 9 (CATEGORY SFPM ) The categorySFPM has as objectsSFP’s that are limits of
directed sequences of finiteCPO’s and M-pairs (inSFPep). Morphisms are M-pairs. Identities
and composition are standard.

2.2 SFP
M provides domain-models for2-Stone, precisely!

In this subsection we prove that for eachSFPM objectD the maximal spaceMax(D) is a 2-Stone
space, and vice versa, that each 2-Stone spaceX has a domain-model inSFPM. The first part
amounts essentially to proving that the maximal space of anySFPM object is a Lawson closed
subspace of the whole domain. Thus, exploiting the compactness of the Lawson topology for
an SFP, we immediately conclude that also the maximal space is compact. Vice versa, given
any 2-Stone spaceX, anSFPM domain-model forX is constructed by taking the set of closed
balls ofX, ordered by reverse inclusion.

A first technical lemma shows that given a directed sequence〈Dn, pn〉n of SFP’s and
M-pairs, if eachDn has a compact maximal space then the maximal elements of the direct
limit are sequences of maximal elements of the singleDn’s.

LEMMA 10 Let〈Dn, pn〉n be a directed sequence ofSFP’s and M-pairs, and let D= lim
→
〈Dn, pn〉n.

Suppose that for each n, the maximal space(Max(Dn),SDn) is compact. Then for any x=
(xn)n ∈ D,

x∈Max(D) iff xn ∈Max(Dn), for all n∈N.

Proof . (⇐) Assumexn ∈Max(Dn), for all n∈N. Giveny∈D, if x⊑ y, i.e.,xn⊑ yn for all n,
then by maximality ofxn we havexn = yn for all n and thusx = y.

(⇒) Let x = (xn)n ∈Max(D) and, for alln, let yn ∈Max(Dn) such thatxn ⊑ yn. We build,
for all k, a sequencez(k) ∈ ΠnMax(Dn) whose components(z(k))n ∈Max(Dn) are defined as
follows:

(z(k))n =







jn,k(yk) if n < k,
yk if n = k,
anyz∈ j−1

n−1((z
(k))n−1)∩Max(Dn) if n > k.

Notice that, by definition of M-pair,jn,k(yk) is maximal inDk. Furthermorejn−1(Max(Dn)) =

Max(Dn−1) and thusj−1
n−1((z

(k))n−1)∩Max(Dn) is not empty.
By hypothesis eachMax(Dn) is compact and thus, by the Tychonoff Theorem,ΠnMax(Dn),

with the product topology, is compact. Thereforez(k) admits a subsequencez(km) converging to
z∈ΠnMax(Dn).

Let γn = 〈αn,βn〉 be the canonical ep-pair from eachDn into the direct limitD. By definition
of z(k) and taking into account thatαn(xn) ⊑ αn+n′(xn+n′), it follows that, fork≥ n, αn(xn) ⊑
αk(xk) ⊑ αk(yk)⊑ z(k). In particular, since for eachh the single component(z(km))h converges
to zh w.r.t. the Lawson metric and↑ (αn(xn))h is Lawson closed,(αn(xn))h ⊑ zh and thus
αn(xn) ⊑ z. Thereforex⊑ z and thus, by maximality ofx, x = z. Recalling thatzn ∈Max(Dn)
for eachn∈ N, we get the thesis. 2
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Observe that the above lemma applies, in particular, when〈Dn, pn〉n is a directed sequence of
finiteposets, since in this case eachMax(Dn) is obviously compact.

One can easily check that projections are Lawson continuous. In fact, if p = 〈i, j〉 : D→ E
is an ep-pair, then, for anyd∈D, ↑i(d) = j−1(↑d) and thus(↑i(d))c = j−1((↑d)c). This simple
remark is useful in proving the following lemma.

LEMMA 11 Let 〈Dn, pn〉n be a directed sequence of finite posets and M-pairs, and let D=
lim
→
〈Dn, pn〉n in SFPep. ThenMax(D) is Lawson closed in D, hence compact.

Proof . Let (xk)k be a sequence inMax(D) converging tox∈D. Since projections are Lawson
continuous, for eachn, the sequence(βn(xk))k converges toβn(x). Therefore, by finiteness of
Dn, there existsk0 such thatβn(xk) = βn(x) for all k≥ k0 and, by Lemma 10,βn(xk)∈Max(Dn).
Henceβn(x) ∈Max(Dn) for all n, and thus, again by Lemma 10,x∈Max(D). 2

By exploiting the above lemma we can finally prove the main theorem of this section.

THEOREM 12 For anySFPM object D the space(Max(D),SD) is a 2-Stone space. Vice versa
for any 2-Stone space X there exists anSFPM object D such that X≃ (Max(D),SD).

Proof . For the first part, sinceD is anSFP, by Proposition 7,(Max(D),SD) is a Hausdorff
space, with a countable basis of clopen sets. Moreover, by Lemma 11, the Lawson topology on
Max(D) is compact. Recalling that, by Lemma 5, the Scott and the Lawson topologies coincide
on the maximal space of a 2/3 SFP, we conclude that(Max(D),SD) is compact and therefore a
2-Stone space.

Vice versa, letX be a 2-Stone space. We know by Proposition 2 thatX is metrizable with an
ultrametricd : X×X→{0}∪{2−n : n∈N}. Following a classical idea (see, e.g., [26, 7, 5, 12])
one can consider the ideal completion of the partial order ofclosed balls of a metrization ofX,
ordered by reverse inclusion, namely

DX = Idl({B(x,2−n) : x∈ X ∧ n∈ N},⊇),

whereB(x, r) denotes the closed ball with centrex and radiusr, i.e.,{y∈ X : d(x,y)≤ r}. Then
DX is anω-algebraicCPO where incomparable elements have no upper bounds, i.e.DX is a
finitary (finitely branching) tree. HenceDX is in SFPM, since it can be obtained as the limit of a
directed sequence〈Dn, pn〉n, whereDn is the subtree ofD including elements of height less than
n andin : Dn→Dn+1 is the inclusion. Maximal elements ofDX can be identified with maximal
chains in({B(x,2−n) : x∈ X ∧ n∈ N},⊇) and the functionf : (Max(DX),SDX )→ (X,Ω(X))
mapping a chain(Bn)n to the sole point in

T

nBn is a homeomorphism. 2

Observe that the domain-modelDX defined in the proof above contains only elements cor-
responding to a system of disjoint clopen sets. However it isnot a “minimal” domain-model.
In fact, a “minimal” domain-model does not exist, in general, since we can always remove in
the tree “branches” of level less thann for a fixedn.

2.3 An intrinsic characterization of SFP
M

We give now an “intrinsic” characterization ofSFPM objects in terms of an order-theoretic
property, that amounts, basically, to a “compactness” requirement. This will be essential later
in proving the closure ofSFPM with respect to direct limits.

DEFINITION 13 (M-CONDITION) We say that anSFP D satisfies theM-condition if for all
u⊆ f in K(D) there exists v⊆ f in K(D) such that:

1. u⊆ v,
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2. Max(U∗(v))⊑s Max(D),

where⊑s is the Smyth preorder (i.e., u⊑s v iff ∀y∈ v. ∃x∈ u. x⊑ y).

In order to show thatSFPM objects are exactly thoseSFP’s which satisfy the M-condition
we proceed as follows. First we prove that the M-condition ispreserved under direct limits.
Then, noticing that every finiteCPOsatisfies the M-condition, we can conclude that eachSFPM

object satisfies the M-condition. For the converse, given anSFPsatisfying the M-condition, we
explicitly show how it can be obtained as direct limit of a directed sequence of finiteCPO’s and
M-pairs.

LEMMA 14 Let D = lim
→
〈Dn, pn〉n, with 〈Dn, pn〉n directed sequence ofSFPM objects and

M-pairs. If each Dn satisfies the M-condition then also D satisfies the M-condition.

Proof . Let u ⊆fin K(D). By Proposition 6.(1), there existn ∈ N andun ⊆fin K(Dn) such
thatu = αn(un). Since eachDn satisfies the M-condition, there existsvn ⊆fin K(Dn) such that
un⊆ vn andMax(U∗(vn))⊑s Max(Dn).

We show thatv = αn(vn) is the finite set of compact elements required by the M-condition.
In fact, clearly,u ⊆ v. Moreover,Max(U∗(v)) ⊑s Max(D). In fact, let x ∈ Max(D). By
Theorem 12, eachMax(Dn) is compact, and thus, by Lemma 10,βn(x) ∈Max(Dn). Hence,
by construction, there existsan ∈ Max(U∗(vn)) such thatan ⊑ βn(x). By Proposition 6.(2),
αn(an) ∈Max(U∗(αn(vn))) = Max(U∗(v)) andαn(an)⊑ αn(βn(x)) ⊑ x. 2

THEOREM 15 (INTRINSIC CHARACTERIZATION OFSFPM OBJECTS) Let D be anSFP. Then
D is anSFPM object iff D satisfies the M-condition.

Proof . (⇒) Let D be anSFPM object; henceD is the limit of a directed sequence〈Dn, pn〉n of
finite CPO’s and M-pairs. Since eachDn is finite, it is trivially anSFPM object and it satisfies
the M-condition. Thus, by Lemma 14, alsoD satisfies the M-condition.

(⇐) Let D be anSFP that satisfies the M-condition and leta0 (= ⊥),a1,a2, . . . be an enu-
meration of its compact elements. Define inductively a sequence(Dn)n of finite subspaces ofD
as follows:

D0 = {a0} and Dn+1 = U∗(vn), for all n∈ N,

wherevn ⊆ f in K(D) is such thatDn∪{an+1} ⊆ vn andMax(U∗(vn)) ⊑s Max(D) (such avn

exists sinceD satisfies M-condition). For alln, let pn = 〈in, jn〉 : Dn→ Dn+1, defined by

in(dn) = dn, for all dn ∈ Dn,
jn(dn+1) =

F

{x∈Dn : x⊑ dn+1}, for all dn+1 ∈ Dn+1.

One can easily check thatpn is a well defined ep-pair. In particular, from the fact that⊥ ∈ Dn,
using the definition ofU, it follows that fordn+1 ∈ Dn+1, the set{x∈ Dn : x⊑ dn+1} is non-
empty and directed.

Givendn+1∈Max(Dn+1) we show that there is a uniquedn∈Max(Dn) such thatdn⊑ dn+1.
First we prove the existence of suchdn. Let x ∈ Max(D)∩ (↑Ddn+1). SinceMax(Dn) ⊑s

Max(D), there existsdn ∈ Dn such thatdn ⊑ x. Recalling thatDn ⊆ Dn+1, we deduce that
U({dn,dn+1}) is included inDn+1, and it is non-empty, otherwise(↑dn)∩ (↑dn+1) should be
empty. Sincedn+1 is maximal inDn+1, it follows thatdn+1 ∈U({dn,dn+1}), hencedn⊑ dn+1.
As for uniqueness, ifd′n ∈ Max(Dn), d′n ⊑ dn+1, thenU({dn,d′n}) ⊆ Dn is non-empty. But,
sincedn andd′n are maximal, they must coincide. Thereforejn(dn+1) =

F

{x∈ Dn : x⊑ dn+1}
is such uniquedn and thuspn is indeed an M-pair.

Finally for eachn we define an ep-pair〈αn,βn〉 : Dn→ D:
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αn(dn) = dn, for all dn ∈ Dn,
βn(d) =

F

{x∈Dn : x⊑ d}, for all d ∈ D.

One can easily check that〈D,〈αn,βn〉n〉 is a cocone for the directed sequence〈Dn, pn〉n, and it
is initial since

F

n αn ◦βn(d) =
F

n
F

{x∈ Dn : x⊑ d} = d. HenceD ≃ lim
→
〈Dn, pn〉n. Since all

Dn are finiteCPO’s and allpn are M-pairs we conclude thatD is anSFPM object. 2

2.4 A characterization ofSFP
M based on retractions

Finally, we provide a characterization ofSFPM objects in terms of retractions. More precisely
we characterize such domains as thoseSFPdomains having a finitely branching finitary tree as
continuous retract via a special kind of M-pair. Intuitively, since anSFPM object is the limit of
a directed sequence where projections preserve maximalityof points, a maximal point added
in certain approximation must dominate a single maximal point of the previous approximation.
Hence the set of maximal elements of every approximation, endowed with the induced order,
forms a finitely branching finitary tree. The retraction projects each pointx of the original
domain to the greatest element dominated byx in the tree. This result will be used in Section 5
to prove that any continuous function between 2-Stone spaces extends to a continuous function
between anySFPM domain-models of such spaces.

We first prove that for all and only theSFPM objects it is possible to single out a special
subset of the compact elements, called askeleton, which is a finitely branching finitary tree.
Then (the completion of) each skeleton is shown to be a retract of the original domain via an
M-pair which restricts to a homeomorphism between the maximal spaces. Conversely, anySFP

which can be projected over (the completion of) a finitely branching finitary tree via a retraction
of this kind is shown to have a skeleton, and thus to be anSFPM object.

Before introducing the notion of skeleton, we fix the notation. A tree is a posetT where
compatible elements are totally ordered, i.e., for anya,a′ ∈T, if a anda′ are compatible, written
a⇑ a′, thena⊑ a′ or a′ ⊑ a. A treeT is calledfinitary if for any a∈ T, ↓a is finite, andfinitely
branchingif for anya∈T, the setSucc(a) = {b∈T : a⊏ b ∧ ∀x. (a⊑ x⊑ b ⇒ x= a ∨x= b)}
is finite.

DEFINITION 16 (SKELETON) A skeletonof an SFP domain D is a subset of its compact ele-
mentsSK(D)⊆ K(D) such that

1. SK(D), with the induced order, is a finitely branching finitary tree;

2. for any a∈ K(D). ∃d ∈ SK(D). a⊑ d.

For eachd ∈ D we defineK(d) = K(D)∩ (↓ d) andSK(d) = SK(D)∩ (↓ d). Observe that
SK(d)⊆K(d) andSK(d) is a totally ordered subset ofSK(D). In fact, ifd∈K(D), by definition
of skeleton,d⊑ d′ for somed′ ∈ SK(D), and thusSK(d) is included inSK(d′), which is totally
ordered sinceSK(D) is a tree. Ifd is not compact, just use the fact that, by algebraicity of
D, d =

F

K(d). The next proposition shows that a skeleton contains enoughinformation to
“reconstruct” the maximal elements of the original space.

PROPOSITION17 Let D be anSFPand letSK(D) be a skeleton of D. For any x∈Max(D),
x =

F

SK(x). Furthermore the space(Max(D),SD) is compact.

Proof . Let x ∈ Max(D). By ω-algebraicity ofD, there exists a chain(an)n in K(D) such
thatd =

F

nan and by definition of skeleton, for anyn, there isbn ∈ SK(D) such thatan ⊑ bn.
SinceSK(D) is a finitely branching finitary tree, the sequence(bn)n surely includes a chain
(bnk)k. Taking its least upper bound, we obtainx ⊑

F

k bnk, and thus, by maximality ofx,
x =

F

k bnk =
F

SK(x).
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To prove the compactness of the space(Max(D),SD), observe that, by the previous point,
{Max(↑a) : a∈ SK(D)} is a basis for(Max(D),SD), and use the fact thatSK(D) is a finitely
branching finitary tree. 2

The next lemma shows that theSFP’s which admit a skeleton are exactly theSFPM objects.

LEMMA 18 Let D be anSFP. Then D is anSFPM object iff there exists a skeleton of D.

Proof . (⇒) Let D be anSFPM object and leta0(=⊥),a1,a2, . . . be an enumeration of its
compact elements. Then, as shown in the proof of Theorem 15,D = lim

→
〈Dn, pn〉n, where the

Dn’s are defined inductively by

D0 = {a0}
Dn+1 = U∗(vn)

wherevn⊆ f in K(D) is such thatDn∪{an+1} ⊆ vn andMax(U∗(vn))⊑s Max(D). We show that
SK(D) =

S

nMax(Dn) is a skeleton ofD.

1. SK(D) is a finitely branching finitary tree.
First observe thatSK(D) is a tree. Leta,a′ ∈ SK(D) and leta⇑ a′. Supposea∈Max(Dn)
anda′ ∈Max(Dn′). Without loss of generality we can assumen≤ n′ and thusa,a′ ∈Dn′ .
Sincea anda′ have a common upper bound,Dn′ is U-closed anda′ is maximal inDn′ it
is easy to conclude thata⊑ a′.

Furthermore,SK(D) is finitary. Givena ∈Max(Dn), just notice that↓a in SK(D) is a
subset of↓a in Dn, which is clearly finite.

Finally, to see thatSK(D) is finitely branching, takea∈ K(D) and considerI = {n∈ N :
∃b∈Max(Dn). a⊏ b}. If I = /0 thenSucc(a) = /0. Otherwise, takingn0 = minI , we have
thatSucc(a) = (↑a)∩Max(Dn0), which is clearly finite.

2. ∀a∈ K(D). ∃d ∈ SK(D). a⊑ d.
Let a∈ K(D). Then there existsn∈ N such thata∈ Dn. Consider any maximal element
x∈Max(↑a). Since, by constructionMax(Dn)⊑s Max(D), there existsd ∈Max(Dn)⊆
SK(D) such thatd ⊑ x. SinceDn is U-closed, it must include an upper bound ofa and
d. By maximality ofd in Dn we conclude that such upper bound must bed, i.e.,a⊑ d.

(⇐) Let SK(D) be a skeleton ofD. SinceSK(D) is a finitely branching finitary tree,
SK(D) =

S

k M[k], where, for anyk, M[k] is the set of maximal elements of the truncation of
SK(D) at levelk (observe that an element inM[k] can have heighth≤ k in the tree). Notice that
for any compact elementd ∈K(D) we can findkd ∈N such that if we definez=↑d∩M[kd ] then

z⊑s Max(↑d)

In fact, for allx∈Max(↑d), by Proposition 17,x=
F

SK(x), and thus, sinced is compact, there
existsdx ∈ SK(D) such thatd⊑ dx ⊑ x. SinceMax(↑d) =

S

{Max(↑dx) : x∈Max(↑d)} and
Max(↑d) is compact (it is a closed subset ofMax(D), which is compact by Proposition 17) we
conclude the existence of finite subset{d1, . . . ,dn} of the elementsdx’s such that

Max(↑d) =
S

{Max(↑di) : i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}}.

Therefore we can definekd as max{k : di ∈M[k] ∧ i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}}.
We are now able to show thatD is anSFPM by proving that it satisfies the M-condition.

Givenu⊆ f in K(D), by the property just proved and the finiteness ofU∗(u), there existsk∈ N

such that, ifz=↑U∗(u)∩M[k] then
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z⊑s Max(↑U∗(u)).

Then it easy to see that the setv required by the M-condition can be defined asv= M[k]∪U∗(u).
In fact it can be checked thatU∗(v) = v. ThusMax(U∗(v)) = M[k] and clearlyM[k] ⊑s Max(D).

2

Notice that the tree of balls of a 2-Stone space, as constructed in the proof of Theorem 12,
is a domain-model ofX which can be taken as the skeleton of itself.

Let D be anSFPM object and letSK(D) be any of its skeletons. We writeSK(D) to denote
the completion ofSK(D), i.e.,SK(D) = Idl(SK(D)). Notice that sinceSK(D) is a (countable)
tree an idealx in SK(D) is a (ω-)chain. Therefore the ideal completion can be thought of
as obtained by adding a limit point to each maximal (infinite)branch. Our aim is now to
prove that it is possible to project continuouslyD ontoSK(D) via a function which “preserves”
maximality of points and which restricts to an homeomorphism between the maximal spaces.
We first introduce the corresponding class of M-pairs.

DEFINITION 19 (IM-PAIR) An M-pair p= 〈i, j〉 : D→ E is called anIM-pair if i and j re-
stricts to homeomorphisms between the maximal spaces of D and E.

LEMMA 20 Let D be anSFPM object and letSK(D) be a skeleton of D. Define jD : D→ SK(D)
and iD : SK(D)→ D as follows: for d∈ D and x∈ SK(D)

jD(d) = SK(d) and iD(x) =
F

D x.

Then the pair〈iD, jD〉 : SK(D)→D is an IM-pair.

Proof . The functionsiD and jD are obviously monotone. MoreoveriD is continuous since,
given a chain(xn)n in SK(D), it is easily seen that

iD(
S

nxn) =
F

(
S

nxn) =
F

n(
F

xn).

Also jD is continuous. In fact, given a chain(dn)n in D, we have

jD(
F

ndn) = SK(
F

ndn) =
S

nSK(dn).

To justify the last equality observe that ifa ∈ SK(
F

ndn), namelya ∈ SK(D) anda⊑
F

ndn,
then, by compactness ofa, there existsn such thata⊑ dn; thusa∈ SK(dn). This proves that
SK(

F

ndn)⊆
S

nSK(dn). The converse inclusion is trivial.
To show that〈iD, jD〉 is an M-pair we must prove that (i)jD ◦ iD = id

SK(D), (ii) iD ◦ jD ⊑ idD

and (iii) jD(Max(D)) ⊆Max(SK(D)). (i) Let x∈ SK(D). Clearlyx⊆ jD(iD(x)) = SK(
F

x).
Vice versa, ifa∈ SK(

F

x), then, sincea is compact, there existsa′ ∈ x such thata⊑ a′. Sincex
is downward-closed we obtaina∈ x, and thus the converse inclusion. (ii) Letd ∈ D. Recalling
thatd =

F

K(d) andSK(D)⊆K(D) we immediately haveiD( jD(d)) =
F

SK(d)⊑
F

K(d) = d.
Point (iii) trivially follows from the fact that the ideals in SK(D) are totally ordered subsets of
SK(D).

To conclude that〈iD, jD〉 is an IM-pair, sincejD ◦ iD = id
SK(D), the only thing to prove is

that iD|Max(D) ◦ jD|Max(D) = idMax(D). But this immediately follows from Proposition 17. 2

The previous lemma can be equivalently formulated by sayingthat if D is anSFPM object
then (the completion of) any of its skeletonsSK(D) is a continuous retract ofD via an IM-
pair. Vice versa, ifD is an SFP and there exists an IM-pairp = 〈i, j〉 : T → D, whereT is
(the completion of) a finitely branching finitary tree, then it is easy to see thati(K(T)) is a
skeleton forD. Hence, by Lemma 18,D is anSFPM object. This gives the announced new
characterization ofSFPM objects in term of retractions.

THEOREM 21 Let D be anSFP. D is anSFPM object iff it has (the completion of) a finitely
branching finitary tree as continuous retract, via an IM-pair.
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Figure 1: AnSFPZ which is not inSFPM, but with a 2-Stone space of maximal elements.

2.5 SFP
M does not include all SFP’s with a compact maximal space

As we mentioned earlier, the categorySFPM does not contain allSFP’s that model 2-Stone
spaces. Consider for instance the functor+∗ overSFPep defined as follows:

D+∗E = ({(d,0) : d ∈D}∪{(e,1) : e∈ E}∪{⊥,∗},⊑∗),

where for eachx,y 6= ∗, x⊑∗ y if and only if x⊑D+E y and(⊥D,0)⊑∗ ∗, (⊥E,1)⊑∗ ∗.
Given twostrict functions f : D→ D′, g : E→ E′, f +∗ g coincides withf + g on all the

elements different from∗ and it maps∗D+∗E to ∗D′+∗E′ . The action of+∗ over M-pairs is
defined by〈i, j〉+∗ 〈h,k〉= 〈i +∗ h, j +∗ k〉.

The initial solutionZ of the domain equationX ≃ X +∗ X (represented in Fig. 1) has a
2-Stone maximal space. In fact, since each compact element of Z has a finite number of suc-
cessors, it is easy to see that for any sequence(xn)n in Max(Z) there exists a chain(an)n in Z

such that for anyn, ↑an contains infinitely many elements of the sequence(xn)n and the least
upper boundx =

F

nan is a maximal element inZ. Thus there exists a subsequence of(xn)n

converging tox. However, by resorting to Theorem 21 one can prove thatZ is not inSFPM.
In fact, assume, by contradiction, that there exists an IM-pair p = 〈i, j〉 : T → D, whereT is
(the completion of) a finitely branching finitary tree, and take f = i ◦ j : D→ D. Then f is
the identity over the maximal space and in particular over the set of finite maximal elements of
D, i.e.,Max(K(D)). Hence, sincef (D) ≃ T is a tree, for anyx∈Max(K(D)) one of the two
immediate predecessorslx andrx of x (see Fig. 1) must be mapped to a strictly smaller element,
i.e. f (lx) ⊏ lx or f (rx) ⊏ rx. It is not difficult to see that this fact implies the presenceof a
chain(dn)n in D such that⊔ndn ∈Max(D), but, such that for eachn, f (dn) = ⊥ and thus by
continuity f (⊔ndn) =⊥. But this is absurd sincef should be the identity on the maximal space.

In Section 6 we will come back to this issue, showing that a precise characterization of the
SFP’s having a 2-Stone maximal space can be given in term of retracts ofSFPM objects.

3 Closure properties ofSFP
M

In this section we show that the categorySFPM is closed under direct limits as well as under
a significant family of constructors, obtained from projections, constants, lifting, product, (co-
alesced) sum, Plotkin powerdomain by composition and minimalization. The function space
constructor is instead very problematic. See Section 8 for abrief discussion of this issue.

3.1 Closure under direct limits

The closure of categorySFPM under direct limits is easily proved by resorting to the intrinsic
characterization ofSFPM objects given in Theorem 15.
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THEOREM 22 The categorySFPM is closed under direct limits.

Proof . Let 〈Dn, pn〉n be a directed sequence inSFPM. By Theorem 15, eachDn satis-
fies the M-condition and thus, by Lemma 14, the direct limitD = lim

→
〈Dn, pn〉n satisfies the

M-condition. ThereforeD is anSFPM object. Furthermore, by Lemma 10, the canonical ep-
pairsγn : Dn→ D are M-pairs. Hence, althoughSFPM is not a full subcategory ofSFPep, the
direct limit of 〈Dn, pn〉n computed inSFPep coincides with the direct limit inSFPM. 2

Since the direct limit of a directed sequence〈Dn, pn〉n computedSFPep or in SFPM is the
same, in the following we will not specify in which category we are taking the limit.

3.2 Closure under constructors

Now we prove the closure of categorySFPM under some significant constructors. More pre-
cisely we first introduce a classF of constructors overSFPep, including constants, identities,
lifting, product, (coalesced) sum, Plotkin powerdomain and closed under composition and min-
imalization. Then we show that each functor inF restricts (under a mild assumption on the
coalesced sum) to a well-defined functor overSFPM.

DEFINITION 23 For each n, the classF (n) of n-ary constructors is defined by the following
abstract grammar

F (n) ::= C(n)
D | Π(n)

k | (F (n))⊥ | F (n)×F(n) | F (n) +F(n) |

F (n)⊕F(n) | PPl(F (n)) | µF(n+1)

where D is anySFPM object. We denote byF the set of constructors of any arity, i.e.,F =
S

n F (n).

EachF(n) ∈F (n) is interpreted as a functorF (n) : (SFPep)n→ SFPep inductively defined as fol-

lows. For anySFPM objectD, C(n)
D denotes the corresponding constant functor. The termΠ(n)

k

denotes the projection on thekth component,(F (n))⊥ the functorλ~x. (F(n)(~x))⊥ andF (n)
1 opF (n)

2

the functorλ~x. F (n)
1 (~x)opF(n)

2 (~x) for op ∈ {×,+,⊕}.
The functorPPl(F (n)) is defined asλ~x. PPl(F (n)(~x)) wherePPl denotes the Plotkin pow-

erdomain. We shall use the characterization of the Plotkin powerdomainPPl(D) as the set
{X ⊆ D : X non-empty, convex and Lawson closed}, endowed with the Egli-Milner ordering.
Let Con(X) denote the least convex set that containsX and letCl(·) denote the closure operator
in Lawson topology. Iff : D→E is a continuous function thenPPl( f ) : PPl(D)→ PPl(E) is de-
fined asPPl( f )(X) = Con(Cl( f (X))). In particular, if f is a projection thenPPl( f )(X) = f (X).
In fact any projection is Lawson continuous and thusf (X) is closed. Moreoverf (X) is convex
if X is.

Finally, the functorµF(n+1) is defined as follows. For anyn-tuple ofSFP’s ~D, µF(n+1)(~D)
is the initial solution of the equation

Y = F(n+1)(Y,~D)

which is computed as the direct limit

lim
→
〈Dk, rk〉k

whereD0 = 1 is the one-pointSFP(initial object inSFPep) andDk+1 = F(n+1)(Dk,~D), while the
ep-pairr0 =! : D0→ D1 is the unique ep-pair fromD0 = 1, andrk+1 = F(n+1)(rk, id~D). More-
over, for any tuple of ep-pairs~p : ~D→ ~E, its imageµF(n+1)(~p) : µF(n+1)(~D)→ µF(n+1)(~E) is
the arrow induced by the universal property of the direct limit construction (see Fig. 2). It is a
standard result that this functor is well defined inSFPep [4].
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Figure 2: The minimalization constructor.

REMARK 24 Observe thatF is closed under composition, in the sense that adding a composi-

tion ruleF(n) ::= F(k)(F (n)
1 , . . . ,F (n)

k ) would not enlarge the family of functors.

To prove that the constructors inF are functorial overSFPM we first show that they preserve
the property of being an M-pair. Then, using the characterization of theSFPM objects as direct
limits and the closure ofSFPM under direct limits, we will be able to conclude the desired result.
We will see that when considering the coalesced sum⊕ we have to restrict to the subcategory
of SFPM consisting of non-trivialSFP’s (i.e., the category without initial object1). Hence, from
now on when considering a functorF ⊕F ′ in F it will be understood thatF andF ′ do not
include1 in their images and, by abuse of notation, we will continue todenote such restricted
class of constructors byF .

To deal with the case of the Plotkin powerdomain we need a preliminary technical lemma
which provides a characterization ofMax(PPl(D)) for anSFPM objectD.

LEMMA 25 Let D be anSFPM object. Then

Max(PPl(D)) = {X ∈ PPl(D) : X ⊆Max(D)}.

Proof . Let X ∈ PPl(D). If X ⊆Max(D) then obviouslyX is maximal. For the converse, let
us suppose that inX there is a non-maximal pointx. SinceX is Lawson compact, it is easy to
see that also↑X is Lawson compact. ThereforeMax(↑X) = (↑X)∩Max(D) is Lawson closed
in D (sinceMax(D) is Lawson closed by Lemma 11). HenceMax(↑X) is in PPl(D). Since
X ⊑emMax(↑X), X 6= Max(↑X), we haveX 6∈Max(PPl(D)). 2

Observe that, since each subset ofMax(D) is clearly convex, the above result implies
Max(PPl(D)) = {X ⊆Max(D) : /0 6= X Lawson closed}.

We are now ready to prove that the constructors inF preserve M-pairs.

LEMMA 26 For any F∈ F (n), if ~D and~E are n-tuples ofSFPM objects and~p : ~D→ ~E is an
n-tuple of M-pairs, then F(~p) : F(~D)→ F(~E) is an M-pair.

Proof . Let ~D and~E ben-tuples ofSFPM objects and let~p : ~D→ ~E be ann-tuple of M-pairs.
The proof thatF(~p) is an M-pair proceeds by induction on the structure ofF .

The cases in whichF is a constant functor or a projection are trivial. For the cases of(F)⊥,
F ×F ′, F + F ′, F ⊕F ′ (with F, F ′ not including1 in their images) andPPl(F), we argue by
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D′ E E′ D⊕E D′⊕E′

⊕ =

D

⊥⊥⊥

(0,d′)(1,e′)(1,e)d′e′e

⊥ ⊥ ⊥

Figure 3: Coalesced sum is not functorial overSFPM (dotted arrows represent projections).

using the induction hypothesis and noticing that for allSFPM objectsE andE′

Max(E⊥) = Max(E),
Max(E×E′) = Max(E)×Max(E′),
Max(E+E′) = Max(E)+Max(E′),
Max(E⊕E′) = Max(E)+Max(E′) (if |E|, |E′|> 1),
Max(PPl(E)) = {X ∈ PPl(E) : X ⊆Max(E)} [by Lemma 25].

Finally, let us consider the case ofµF. By induction hypothesisF : (SFPep)n+1→ SFPep

preserves M-pairs. Referring to Fig. 2, letµF(~p) = 〈i′, j ′〉 and, for anyk, γk = 〈αk,βk〉 and
pk = 〈ik, jk〉. For anyk, sinceµF(~p)◦ γk = γ′k ◦ pk, if x∈Max(µF(~E)) then

βk( j ′(x)) = jk(β′k(x))

Now, observe that everypk is an M-pair by induction hypothesis, andγ′k is an M-pair since
SFPM is closed under direct limits (Theorem 22). Henceβk( j ′(x)) = jk(β′k(x)) is a maxi-
mal element in the corresponding approximation ofµF(~D) and thus, by Lemma 10,j ′(x) ∈
Max(µF(~D)). HenceµF(~p) is an M-pair. 2

We remark that given two M-pairsp : D→E andp′ : D′→E′, if eitherD or D′ is the initial
object1 in SFPep then p⊕ p′ can fail to be an M-pair. Consider, for instance, the situation
in Fig. 3, where dotted arrows represent the projection components of the corresponding ep-
pairs: the coalesced sum of the two M-pairs produce an ep-pair which maps a maximal point in
D′⊕E′ to a non maximal point (the bottom) inD⊕E.

To conclude that the constructors inF are functorial overSFPM it remains only to show
that they mapSFPM objects intoSFPM objects. This will follow easily from the general result
below.

LEMMA 27 Let F : (SFPep)n → SFPep be a locally continuous functor which preserves
M-pairs and finiteness of domains (i.e. F(~D) is finite for any n-tuple~D of finite SFP’s). If
~D is an n-tuple ofSFPM objects, then also F(~D) is anSFPM object.

Proof . Let ~D = D(1), . . . ,D(n) be ann-tuple ofSFPM objects. By definition eachD(i) is the

limit of a directed sequence of finiteCPO’s and M-pairs, i.e.D(i) = lim
→
〈D(i)

k , p(i)
k 〉k. Therefore

F(D(1), . . . ,D(n)) =

= F(lim
→
〈D(1)

k , p(1)
k 〉, . . . , lim→

〈D(n)
k , p(n)

k 〉)

= lim→k1
. . . lim→kn

〈F(D(1)
k1

, . . . ,D(n)
kn

),F(p(1)
k1

, . . . , p(n)
kn

)〉

= lim
→
〈F(D(1)

k , . . . ,D(n)
k ),F(p(1)

k , . . . , p(n)
k )〉.
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Hence the domainF(D(1), . . . ,D(n)) is obtained as limit of a directed sequence of finiteCPO’s

F(D(1)
k , . . . ,D(n)

k ) and M-pairsF(p(1)
k , . . . , p(n)

k ). Therefore it is anSFPM object. 2

LEMMA 28 Let F ∈ F (n) and let~D be any n-tuple ofSFPM objects. Then F(~D) is anSFPM

object.

Proof . The proof can be carried out by induction on the structure ofF . WhenF is a con-
stant or a projection the thesis is trivial. For the the cases(F)⊥, F ×F ′, F + F ′, F ⊕F ′ and
PPl(F) observe that the basic constructors(·)⊥, ×, +, ⊕ andPPl are locally continuous, they
preserve M-pairs (by Lemma 26) and finiteness of domains. Hence the induction hypothesis
and Lemma 27 allow us to conclude. Finally, for the case ofµF just use the closure ofSFPM

with respect to direct limits (Theorem 22). 2

Now the main result of this section can be obtained as an immediate consequence of Lem-
mata 26 and 28.

THEOREM 29 (CONSTRUCTORS INSFPM ) The constructors inF (where the applications of
coalesced sum F⊕F ′ are restricted to functors F and F′ not including1 in their images) are
functorial overSFPM.

4 RelatingSFP
M to 2-Stone

We have already shown that the categorySFPM provides domain-models exactly for 2-Stone
spaces. In this section we establish a more structural relation between the categoriesSFPM

and2-Stone. First of all we show that it is possible to define anω-continuous functorMAX :
SFPM→ 2-Stone, which associates to eachSFPM object its subspace of maximal elements with
the induced (Scott/Lawson) topology. Then we prove that thefunctorMAX is “compositional”
with respect to the constructors in the classF introduced in the previous section, in the sense
that, for anyF ∈ F ,

MAX(F(D1, . . . ,Dn))≃ F(MAX(D1), . . . ,MAX(Dn)),

whereF is the functor over2-Stone “corresponding” toF.
The results in this section illustrate the fact that the connection betweenSFPM and2-Stone

is indeed tight, and henceSFPM constitutes a well-behaved category of domain-models for
2-Stone spaces. For example, an interesting consequence ofthis correspondence is the fact that
a domain-model for the solution of an equation in2-Stone can be obtained simply by solving
the “corresponding” equation inSFPM, or, equivalently, inSFPep. This will be exploited in
Section 7 to study various partializations of finitary hypersets.

4.1 The functor MAX

DEFINITION 30 The (contravariant) functorMAX : SFPM → 2-Stone is defined as follows:
for eachSFPM object D,MAX(D) = (Max(D),SD) and for each M-pair p= 〈i, j〉 : D→ E,
MAX(p) = j|Max(E) : MAX(E)→MAX(D).

It is straightforward to check thatMAX is well-defined. Moreover, as shown below, it isω-
continuous, in the sense that it maps the direct limit of a directed sequence to the inverse limit
of the image of the sequence.

THEOREM 31 (CONTINUITY OF MAX) Let D = lim
→
〈Dn, pn〉n, where〈Dn, pn〉n is a directed

sequence inSFPM. ThenMAX(D)≃ lim
←
〈MAX(Dn),MAX(pn)〉n.
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Proof . Let us first note that lim
←
〈MAX(Dn),MAX(pn)〉n andMAX(D) contain exactly the

same points. In fact, letpn = 〈in, jn〉 for all n∈N. Then

x = (xn)n ∈MAX(D)

⇔ ∀n. (xn ∈MAX(Dn) ∧ xn = jn(xn+1)) [by Lemma 10]

⇔ ∀n. (xn ∈MAX(Dn) ∧ xn = MAX(pn)(xn+1))

⇔ x∈ lim
←
〈MAX(Dn),MAX(pn)〉n.

We denote byπi : lim
←
〈MAX(Dn),MAX(pn)〉n→MAX(Di) the projection over thei-th compo-

nent. A basis for the topology ofMAX(Di) is given by{Max(↑ai) : ai ∈ K(Di)}, and thus a
subbasis for lim

←
〈MAX(Dn),MAX(pn)〉n is given by the setsπ−1

i (Max(↑ai)) with ai ∈ K(Di)

andi ∈ N. Now we have:

π−1
i (Max(↑ai)) =

= {(yn)n ∈ lim
←
〈MAX(Dn),MAX(pn)〉n : ai ⊑ yi}

= {y∈MAX(D) : αi(ai)⊑ y}

= Max(↑αi(ai)).

By the characterization of compact elements of the direct limit given in Proposition 6, we imme-
diately conclude that the two topologies coincide. HenceMAX(D) and lim

←
〈MAX(Dn),MAX(pn)〉n

are the same space. 2

The “correspondence” between constructors inSFPM and in2-Stone is formalized as fol-
lows:

DEFINITION 32 We say that a functor F: (SFPM)n→ SFPM modelsa functor G: (2-Stone)n→
2-Stone, written F ∝ G, if there exists a natural isomorphismη : G◦ (MAX, . . . ,MAX) →
MAX◦F.

Notice that whenF ∝ G, the functorF can be viewed, so to speak, as a possible “higher order”
domain-model forG.

The next definition provides an inductive translation of constructorsF in F to constructors
F over2-Stone. In the rest of this section we will show that eachF in F models the “cor-
responding” constructorF over2-Stone. Roughly speaking, the translation leaves the “struc-
tural” constructors unchanged and maps(.)⊥, ×, + (or ⊕) andPPl in SFPM into the “corre-
sponding” constructorsId (identity),× (product),⊎ (disjoint union) andPnco (hyperspace of
non-empty compact subsets) in2-Stone. Recall that the spacePnco(X) is defined as the set
{K ⊆ X : K non-empty and compact} endowed with the Vietoris topology, i.e. the topology
having as subbasis the setsVA = {K ∈ Pnco(X) : K ⊆ A} andZA = {K ∈ Pnco(X) : K∩A 6= /0}
for A∈Ω(X). If B is a basis forX then a subbasis for the Vietoris topology onPnco(X) is given
by the setsVA1∪...∪An andZA, for A1, . . . ,An,A∈ B .

DEFINITION 33 For any constructor F∈F (n) the corresponding constructorF : (2-Stone)n→
2-Stone is inductively defined as follows:

C(n)
D = C(n)

MAX(D) F (n)
1 +F(n)

2 = F (n)
1 ⊎F(n)

2

Π(n)
k = Π(n)

k F (n)
1 ⊕F(n)

2 = F (n)
1 ⊎F(n)

2

(F (n))⊥ = F (n) PPl(F(n)) = Pnco(F (n))

F (n)
1 ×F(n)

2 = F (n)
1 ×F(n)

2 µF(n+1) = µF (n+1)
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where the constructors on the right-hand side are interpreted in the natural way as functors
over2-Stone.

To prove that for eachF ∈ F , the constructorF over SFPM models the constructorF
over2-Stone, we first observe that the functorMAX “commutes” for such constructors in the
sense that the 2-Stone spacesMAX(F(~D)) andF(MAX(~D)) are homeomorphic; actually they
are the same space if we adopt the usual concrete constructions for (·)⊥, ×, +, ⊕, PPl and
the direct/inverse limit. Then we will conclude simply observing that the identity is a natural
isomorphism betweenF ◦ (MAX, . . . ,MAX) andMAX◦F.

We start with a preliminary lemma which shows thatMAX is “compositional” with respect
to the basic constructors(·)⊥,×, +,⊕ andPPl.

LEMMA 34 Let D, D1 and D2 beSFPM objects. Then

1. MAX(D⊥) = MAX(D);

2. MAX(D1×D2) = MAX(D1)×MAX(D2);

3. MAX(D1 +D2) = MAX(D1)⊎MAX(D2);

4. MAX(D1⊕D2) = MAX(D1)⊎MAX(D2).

5. MAX(PPl(D)) = Pnco(MAX(D));

Proof .

1. ClearlyMax(D⊥) andMax(D) contain the same elements (ifD⊥ is obtained by adding to
D an extra element⊥ 6∈D) and the topologiesSD andSD⊥ , induced by the Scott topology
over the maximal space, coincide.

2. We haveMax(D1×D2) = Max(D1)×Max(D2), and also their topologies coincide. In
factK(D1×D2) = K(D1)×K(D2) and a basis forMAX(D1×D2) is

Max(↑(a1,a2)), ai ∈ K(Di), i ∈ {1,2},

while a subbasis forMAX(D1)×MAX(D2) is given by the sets

π−1
i (Max(↑ai)) ai ∈ K(Di), i ∈ {1,2}.

Each elementπ−1
i (Max(↑ ai)) in the subbasis ofMAX(D1)×MAX(D2) is open in

MAX(D1×D2), since it can be written asMax(↑(ai,⊥)). Conversely, for any element
Max(↑(a1,a2)) in the basis ofMAX(D1×D2), we have

Max(↑(a1,a2)) = Max(↑a1)×Max(↑a2) = π−1
1 (Max(↑a1))∩π−2

1 (Max(↑a2)),

and thusMax(↑(a1,a2)) is open inMAX(D1)×MAX(D2).

3. Again, we have thatMax(D1+D2) = Max(D1)⊎Max(D2), and also their topologies co-
incide. In fact K(D1 +D2) = (K(D1) + K(D2)) ∪ {⊥}. Hence a basis for
MAX(D1 +D2) is

{Max(↑(i,a)) : (i,a) ∈ K(D1 +D2), i ∈ {1,2}}∪{Max(↑⊥)}=

= {{i}×Max(↑a) : a∈ K(Di), i ∈ {1,2}}∪{Max(D1 +D2)}

= {{i}×Max(↑a) : a∈ K(Di), i ∈ {1,2}}∪{Max(D1)⊎Max(D2))},

which is also a basis forMAX(D1)⊎MAX(D2).
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4. The proof is analogous to that for (3).

5. As above we first notice thatMax(PPl(D)) = Pnco(Max(D)). In fact, by Lemma 25, the
maximal elements ofPPl(D) are non-empty Lawson closed subsets ofMax(D). These
are the compact non-empty subsets ofMAX(D), since, by Theorem 12, the Lawson and
the Scott topologies coincide onMax(D) (which is compact).

Let us consider the topologies. The spaceMAX(PPl(D)) is equipped with the induced
Scott topology and thus a basis is given by the setsMax(↑X), with X ∈K(PPl(D)). Recall
thatX ∈ K(PPl(D)) iff X = Con(u), whereu⊆ f in K(D). It is easy to show that for any
suchX we have:

X ⊑emY ⇔ u⊑emY.

Thus a basis forMAX(PPl(D)) is given by

{Max(↑u)}u⊆ f inK(D).

On the other hand, a basis forMAX(D) is {Max(↑a) : a∈K(D)}. SinceMax(↑a1)∪ . . .∪
Max(↑an) = Max(↑{a1, . . . ,an}), a subbasis for the Vietoris topology ofPnco(MAX(D))
is given by the sets

VMax(↑u),ZMax(↑a), for u⊆ f in K(D), a∈ K(D).

Let Max(↑u), whereu⊆ f in K(D) be an element of the basis of the first topology and let
Y ∈Max(PPl(D)). The following hold:

Y ∈Max(↑u)⇔ u⊑emY

⇔ (∀y∈Y. ∃a∈ u. a⊑ y)∧ (∀a∈ u. ∃y∈Y. a⊑ y)

⇔ (Y ∈ VMax(↑u))∧ (∀a∈ u. Y ∈ ZMax(↑a))

⇔ Y ∈ VMax(↑u)∩
\

a∈u

ZMax(↑a),

henceMax(↑u) is an open set of the second topology.

As to the converse, an element of the subbasis of the second topology can be either

VMax(↑u) = {Y : u⊑s Y}= {Y : ∃v⊆ u. v⊑emY}=
S

{Max(↑v) : v⊆ u},

or

ZMax(↑a) = {Y : Y∩Max(↑a) 6= /0}= {Y : {⊥,a} ⊑emY}= Max(↑{⊥,a}).

whereu⊆ f in K(D) anda∈ K(D). In both cases we conclude that the sets are open in the
first topology. Therefore the two topologies coincide. 2

We can now extend the compositionality ofMAX to the whole familyF . In the se-
quel, given ann-tuple of domains~D = D1, . . . ,Dn we will often write MAX(~D) as a short
for MAX(D1), . . .MAX(Dn).

LEMMA 35 For any constructor F∈ F (n) and n-tuple ofSFPM objects~D

MAX(F(~D)) = F(MAX(~D)).
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Proof . Let F ∈F (n) and let~D be ann-tuple ofSFPM objects. The proof proceeds by induction
on the structure ofF . As usual, whenF is a constant or a projection the thesis is trivial. The
cases(F)⊥, F×F ′, F +F ′, F⊕F ′, PPl(F) are dealt with by exploiting the induction hypothesis
and Lemma 34.

Finally, for the case ofµF, recall thatµF(~D) = lim
→
〈Ek, rk〉k, whereE0 = 1 andEk+1 =

F(Ek,~D). Therefore

MAX(µF(~D)) =
= MAX(lim

→
〈Ek, rk〉k)

= lim
←
〈MAX(Ek),MAX(rk)〉k [by Theorem 31]

On the other hand,µF(MAX(~D)) = µF(MAX(~D)) is given by the inverse limit lim
←
〈Xk, fk〉k,

whereX0 = 1 is the final object in2-Stone andXk+1 = F(Xk,MAX(~D)). Now, by exploiting the
induction hypothesis, one can prove that, for anyk, MAX(Ek) = Xk andMAX(rk) = fk. Hence
we conclude thatMAX(µF(~D)) = µF(MAX(~D)). 2

Now, the main result of the section, stating that each constructorF ∈ F models the corre-
sponding constructorF over2-Stone, follows as an easy corollary.

THEOREM 36 For any constructor F∈ F , F ∝ F.

Proof . Let F ∈ F and let~D be ann-tuple ofSFPM objects. In view of the previous lemma
it is enough to show that, for any choice of then-tuple of M-pairs~p = (p1, . . . , pn) in SFPM,
MAX(F(~p)) = F(MAX(p1), . . . ,MAX(pn)). The proof is by induction on the structure ofF .

(CD), (Πk): Obvious.

((F)⊥): First observe that, ifp : D→ E is an M-pair thenMAX(p⊥) = MAX(p). In fact, for
anyy∈Max(E⊥) = Max(E), sincey 6=⊥, we haveMAX(p⊥)(y) = MAX(p)(y). Hence

MAX((F)⊥(~p)) =
= MAX(F(~p))
= F(MAX(~p)) [by induction hyp.]
= (F)⊥(MAX(~p)) [by definition of(·)]

(F×G): First observe that ifpk = 〈ik, jk〉 : Dk → Ek is an M-pair for k ∈ {1,2}, then
MAX(p1× p2) = MAX(p1)×MAX(p2). In fact,∀(x1,x2)∈Max(E1×E2) = Max(E1)×
Max(E2), we have:

(MAX(p1× p2))(x1,x2) =
= ( j1× j2)(x1,x2)
= ( j1(x1), j2(x2))
= (MAX(p1)(x1),MAX(p2)(x2))
= (MAX(p1)×MAX(p1))(x1,x2).

Hence,

MAX(F×G(~p))) =
= MAX(F(~p))×MAX(G(~p))
= F(MAX(~p))×G(MAX(~p)) [by induction hyp.]
= F×G(MAX(~p)) [by definition of(·)]

(F +G), (F⊕G), (PPl(F)): Same proof as above.
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(µF): “Apply” the functorMAX to the diagram in Fig. 2 which definesµF(~p). By induction
hypothesis andω-continuity of MAX (Theorem 31) we obtain the diagram for
µF(MAX(~p)). SinceµF(MAX(~p)) is defined using the universal property of the limit
construction, it is easy to conclude that the equalityMAX(µF(~p)) = µF(MAX(~p)) holds.

2

4.2 Relating solutions of domain equations inSFP
M and 2-Stone

As an application of the previous results, it is now easy to see how domain-models for solutions
of domain equations in2-Stone can be obtained by solving the “corresponding” equations in
SFPM (or equivalently inSFPep). This fact will be used in Section 7 to study various partial-
izations of finitary hypersets.

Consider any unary functorF ∈ F . Then the solution of the domain equationX ≃ F(X) in
2-Stone is obtained as the inverse limit

lim
←
〈F

n1,F
n

f0〉n

where1 is the final object in2-Stone and f0 is the unique function fromF(1) to 1. In other
words, the solution is given byµF . But, by Theorem 36 we know thatµF ≃MAX(µF), which
simply means thatµF, the solution of the equationX ≃ F(X) overSFPM, is a domain-model
for µF, the solution of the corresponding equation over2-Stone.

5 Continuous extensions inSFP
M

It is well-known that domain-models of 2-Stone spaces are useful also for the study of gen-
eralized computability over such spaces. To this end it is necessary that continuous functions
over the original spaces can be extended to Scott continuousfunctions over the corresponding
domain-models.

A continuous function betweenSFPM objects, mapping maximal points into maximal points,
clearly restricts to a continuous function between the corresponding maximal spaces. Here we
show that also the converse holds, namely that any continuous function between the maximal
spaces of twoSFPM objects extends to a continuous function between the whole domains. Sev-
eral extendability results have appeared in the literature(see, e.g., the classical [16] or [18])
for the case where the target domain is bounded complete. Since anSFPM object is not, in
general, bounded complete we cannot extend those techniques. In our proof we capitalize on
the characterization ofSFPM objects as the class ofSFP’s having (the completion of) a finitely
branching finitary tree as continuous retract via an IM-pair(see Theorem 21).

THEOREM 37 (CONTINUOUS EXTENSION) Let D be anω-algebraicCPO, let E be anSFPM

object, and let f: MAX(D)→MAX(E) be a continuous function. Then there exists a continu-
ous function g: D→ E such that g|Max(D) = f .

Proof . SinceE is anSFPM object, by Theorem 21 there is an IM-pair

〈iE, jE〉 : TE→ E

whereTE is (the completion of) a finitely branching finitary tree. Thefunction f induces a
continuous functionf ′ = jE ◦ f

f ′ : Max(D)→Max(TE).
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SinceTE is a tree, the functionf ′ easily extends to a continuous function

f ′′ : D→ TE,

defined byf ′′(a) =
d
{ f ′(x) : x∈Max(↑a)} for a∈ K(D), and extended by continuity to the

non compact points.
Now, by using again the IM-pair〈iE, jE〉 we can obtaing = iE ◦ f ′′ which is the desired

function, namely it is continuous and it coincides withf on the maximal elements. For the last
fact, observe that ifd ∈Max(D) then

g(d) = iE( f ′′(d)) =
= iE( f ′(d)) = [by def. of f ′′, sinced is maximal]
= iE( jE( f (d))) =
= f (d) [sinceiE ◦ jE is the identity on maximal elements]

2

Notice, however, thatSFPM is not the largest class ofSFP’s which satisfies the function
extension property. For instance, it is sufficient that the consideredSFP’s have a retraction,
via an IM-pair, onto a generic algebraic bounded completeCPO. More specifically, letD, E
be SFP’s, such that there exists an IM-pairp = 〈i, j〉 : E′→ E, and assumeE′ to be bounded-
complete. Then any continuous functionf : Max(D)→Max(E) admits a continuous extension
f ′ : D→ E. In fact, as above, consider the functiong = j ◦ f : Max(D)→Max(E′), which by
classical results (see, e.g, [16]) extends to a continuous function

g′ : D→ E′

such thatg′(x) = g(x) for any x ∈ Max(D). The functiong′ can be defined on the compact
elementsd ∈ K(D) asg′(d) =

d
{g(x) : x∈Max(↑d)}, which exists by bounded completeness

of E′, and then extended by continuity to the non compact points. Then the functionf ′ : D→ E
we are looking for can be simply defined as

f ′ = i ◦g′.

In fact, forx∈Max(D) we havef ′(x) = i(g′(x)) = i( j( f (x))) ⊑ f (x), where the last inequality
follows from the definition of ep-pair. Sincef ′(x) is maximal we concludef ′(x) = f (x), as
desired.

6 Retracts ofSFP
M objects

In this section we investigate the possibility of extendingthe theory developed so far to take
into account retracts of 2-Stone spaces and retracts ofSFPM objects. This will lead us to a
characterization of theSFP’s with a 2-Stone maximal space, called hereCSFP’s. All the previous
results extend to the corresponding categorycSFPM of CSFP’s and M-pairs, which hasSFPM as
a full subcategory. The categorycSFPM is closed under direct limits and under the constructors
in F . Moreover, the functorMAX extends to a well-definedω-continuous functor overcSFPM,
compositional with respect to the constructors inF .

We notice first that while a continuous retract of a 2-Stone space is still a 2-Stone space, in
general the continuous retract of anSFPM object is not anSFPM object and it might have a non-
compact maximal space. For instance, it is easy to see thatN⊥ is a retract ofNlazy via an ep-pair.
The projection can be the function which maps each lazy number into the corresponding flat
number and each intermediate point ofNlazy into⊥ ∈ N⊥. Thus by continuityω ∈ Nlazy must
be mapped to⊥.

The observation above suggests that, in this setting, a morenatural choice could be to
consider retracts via M-pairs: if〈i, j〉 : D→ E is an M-pair,D is an SFP andE is anSFPM
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Figure 4: The initial solutionZ ′ of the equationX ≃ (X +∗X)⊥.

object, surely the maximal space(Max(D),SD) is a 2-Stone, since it is a continuous retract of
(Max(E),SE), but still D might not be anSFPM object. For instance, let+∗ be the functor
defined in Subsection 2.5. Then it is easy to see that the initial solutionZ ′ in SFPep of the
equationX ≃ (X +∗X)⊥, depicted in Fig. 4, is anSFPM object. Moreover, the initial solution
of the equationX ≃ X +∗X (see Fig. 1), which isnot anSFPM object, is a retract ofZ ′ via an
M-pair. We will show that this is a special case of a more general situation, namely that the
CSFP’s can be characterized as thoseSFP’s which are retracts ofSFPM objects via M-pairs.

The example just considered suggests that, given aCSFPD, if D is not inSFPM the reason is
that it does not have “enough compact elements”, in the sensethat it is not possible to express
each clopen of its maximal space as the union of a finite disjoint family of clopens of the
kind Max(↑a), for a ∈ K(D). For instance, in the domainZ of Fig. 1, each clopen of the
form Max(↑lx)∪{x}∪Max(↑rx) cannot be expressed as the union of a finite disjoint family of
clopens of the formMax(↑a). Instead, in the domainZ ′, due to the presence of the lifting in
the equation, this does not happen.

We will prove that it is always possible to turn aCSFPinto anSFPM objectSat(D), called
the saturation ofD, by suitably enriching its set of compact elements. Then we will show that
D is a retract ofSat(D) via an IM-pair, and thus that theCSFP’s are exactly the class of retracts
of SFPM objects via M-pairs. In the sequel, given a topological space (X,Ω(X)), we will write
KΩne(X,Ω(X)) to denote the set of non-empty compact open subsets ofX.

DEFINITION 38 (SATURATION) Let D be anSFP domain. Thesaturationof D, denoted by
Sat(D), is defined as the ideal completion of the partial order

B(D) = {(a,A) : a∈ K(D) ∧ A∈ KΩne(Max(D),SD) ∧ Max(↑a)⊇ A}

ordered by(a,A)⊑ (a′,A′) iff a⊑ a′ and A⊇ A′.

For any idealI ∈ Sat(D) = Idl(B(D)), the projection on the first component, i.e., the set
ε(I) = {a∈ K(D) : ∃A∈ KΩne(Max(D)). (a,A) ∈ I} is an ideal inD, and the projection on the
second componentη(I) = {A∈ KΩne(Max(D)) : ∃a∈ K(D). (a,A) ∈ I} is a filtered subset of
KΩne(Max(D)) with a non-empty (compact) intersection. It is not difficultto see thatSat(D)
is isomorphic to{(

F

ε(I),
T

η(I)) : I ∈ Sat(D)}, ordered in the obvious way. Hence, in the
following we will identify Sat(D) with the latter poset, and thus each idealI ∈ Sat(D) with the
pair (

F

ε(I),
T

η(I)). In particular, each principal ideal↓(a,A) corresponds to(a,A) itself.
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The next proposition shows that the above construction, when applied to aCSFP, produces
anSFPM object, which has the originalSFPas continuous retract via an IM-pair.

LEMMA 39 Let D be aCSFP. ThenSat(D) is anSFPM object and D is a retract ofSat(D) via
an IM-pair.

Proof . First observe thatSat(D) is anω-algebraicCPO. In factMax(D) is a 2-Stone space.
Hence its basis and thusKΩne(Max(D)) are denumerable, and thereforeK(Sat(D)) = B(D) is
denumerable. The fact thatSat(D) is anSFPfollows by the observation that, given a finite set
of compact elements inSat(D), u = {(ai,Ai) : i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}}, one has

U(u) = {(a,Max(↑a)∩A) : a∈UD({a1, . . . ,an}) ∧ Max(↑a)∩A 6= /0},

whereA =
T

{A1, . . . ,An} andUD gives the set of minimal upper bounds inD. Hence the
completeness ofU(u) and the finiteness ofU∗(u) can be proved by exploiting the analogous
properties ofUD.

Let us show thatD is anSFPM object. Observe that the maximal elements inSat(D) are
pairs(x,{x}) for x∈Max(D) (corresponding to idealsI such that

F

ε(I) = x∈Max(D) and thus
T

η(I) = {x}). Furthermore, for any(a,A) ∈ B(D), we haveMax(↑(a,A)) = {(x,{x}) : x∈ A}
(i.e., if we identify the maximal spaces ofD andSat(D), then the set of maximal elements
above(a,A) is exactlyA). We can now prove thatSat(D) satisfies the M-condition and thus,
by Theorem 15, it is anSFPM object. Take anyu⊆ f in B(D). For any(c,C) ∈U∗(u), define

r(c,C) = C−
S

{C′ : ∃c′. (c′,C′) ∈U∗(u) ∧ (c,C) ⊏ (c′,C′)}.

Let v = U∗(u)∪ {(c, r(c,C)) : (c,C) ∈ U∗(u) ∧ r(c,C) 6= /0}. Thenv is U-closed and each
element(c, r(c,C)) is maximal inv. Hence

Max(v) = Max(U∗(u))∪{(c, r(c,C)) : (c,C) ∈U∗(u) ∧ r(c,C) 6= /0}

and thusMax(v)⊑s{(x,{x}) : x∈A}. Finally, it is easy to see thatv′= {(⊥D,Max(D)−A)}∪v
is still U∗-closed and thatMax(v′)⊑s Max(Sat(D)). Hencev′ can be the set of finite elements
required by the M-condition.

To conclude, define an ep-pairp = 〈i, j〉 : D→ Sat(D) as follows. For anya ∈ D, i(a) =
(a,Max(↑a)) and for any(a,A) ∈ Sat(D), j(a,A) = a. Then it is easy to see that〈i, j〉 is a
well-defined M-pair and thati ◦ j, restricted to the maximal space is the identity. Thereforep is
an IM-pair. 2

The main result of this section now follows as an easy corollary.

THEOREM 40 The class ofCSFP’s is the class of retracts ofSFPM objects via M-pairs.

Proof . If D is a CSFP then, by the previous lemma, it is the retract via an (I)M-pair of an
SFPM object. Vice versa, letD be anSFP which is the retract of anSFPM objectE via an
M-pair 〈i, j〉 : D→ E. SinceMax(D) = j(Max(E)) andMax(E) is compact inE, thenMax(D)
is compact inD. HenceD is aCSFP. 2

Let us introduce the category ofCSFP’s and M-pairs, which hasSFPM as a full subcategory.

DEFINITION 41 We denote bycSFPM the category havingCSFP’s as objects and M-pairs as
arrows.

Using the characterization of theCSFP’s given in Theorem 40, it is not difficult to verify
thatcSFPM can replaceSFPM as category of compositional models for 2-Stone spaces, i.e., the
following facts hold:
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• cSFPM is closed under direct limits.
In fact the maximal space of a direct limit incSFPM is the inverse limit of the maximal
spaces of the domains in the sequence (this result relies essentially on Lemma 10, which
uses only the compactness of the maximal spaces of the domains in the sequence).

• cSFPM is closed under the constructors inF .
This follows immediately by recalling that the constructors in F preserves M-pairs (see
Lemma 26). Then, for instance, letF ∈ F be a unary constructor and letD be acSFPM

object. By Theorem 40 there exists an M-pairp : D→ E, where E is anSFPM object.
HenceF(p) : F(D)→ F(E) is an M-pair and, sinceSFPM is closed underF , F(E) is an
SFPM object. Therefore, by Theorem 40,F(D) is acSFPM object.

• the functorMAX : cSFPM→ 2-Stone is well-defined andω-continuous.
Well-definedness is obvious, whileω-continuity relies on Lemma 10, which, as already
observed, only requires the compactness of the maximal spaces of the domains in the
directed sequence.

• for any F∈ F , F ∝ F in cSFPM;
The proofs remain the same as forSFPM.

• each continuous function f: Max(D)→Max(E), where D is anω-algebraicCPOand E
is a cSFPM object, extends to a continuous function g: D→ E.
In fact, sinceE is acSFPM object, by Lemma 39, there exists an IM-pairp= 〈i, j〉 : E→
E′, whereE′ is anSFPM object. By Theorem 37, the functioni ◦ f : Max(D)→Max(E′)
admits a continuous extensiong′ : D→ E′. The functiong can thus be defined asg =
j ◦g′. In fact, for anyx∈Max(D), we haveg(x) = j(g′(x)) = j(i( f (x))) = f (x).

We conclude this section by observing that the result on function extendability of Section 5
does not fit nicely with the notion of retract. In fact, note that a retraction between the maximal
spaces of two domains does not extend, in general, to a retraction between the originalSFP’s.
It suffices to takeD = 1 and E = 2 and the unique function between the maximal spaces.
However, given two 2-Stone spacesX andY, such thatY is a continuous retract ofX via the
functions〈i, j〉 : Y→ X we can always find inSFPM two domain-modelsD andE of X and
Y, respectively, such that〈i, j〉 extends to a retraction betweenD andE. In fact, observe that,
for any 2-Stone spaceX, the posetIdl((KΩne(X),⊇)), which is isomorphic to the set of non-
empty compact subsets ofX ordered by reverse subset inclusion, is a Scott domain (and thus
anSFPM object). Therefore one can takeD = Idl((KΩne(X),⊇)), E = Idl((KΩne(Y),⊇)), and
the obvious extensionsi∗ and j∗ of i and j, respectively, to sets, e.g.,i∗ : D→ E defined by
i∗(A) = {i(a) : a∈ A} for anyA∈ KΩne(X).

7 Domain equations for finitary hypersets

In this section we utilize the machinery developed so far to the study of the metric domain
of finitary hypersets, i.e. of the hyperuniverseNω [15, 2, 20]. Various domain-models have
been proposed in the literature forNω. Mislove, Moss and Oles in [20], characterized it as the
solution of the equation overSFPep

X ≃ 1+ PPl(X) (Eq1)

Another domain-model forNω can be obtained by considering the “domain equation for
bisimulation”, introduced by Abramsky in [2, 3] as a description of Milner’s Synchronization
Trees with divergence. In the special case of a language witha single action Abramsky’s equa-
tion becomes
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X ≃ 2⊕PPl(X⊥) (Eq2)

We will refer to the initial solution of(Eq1) and(Eq2) above asM andA , respectively.
The results in Section 4 immediately show thatM andA areSFPM objects and that the 2-

Stone spaces consisting of their maximal elements are homeomorphic. In fact, the functorFM

corresponding to(Eq1) can be expressed asFM =C1+PPl, while the functorFA corresponding
to (Eq2) can be expressed asFA =C2⊕PPl((Π1)⊥) (all the involved functors are unary). Hence
bothFM andFA are in the classF . Furthermore

FM = FA = C1⊎Pnco

and thus a single equation in2-Stone, i.e. X ≃ 1⊎Pnco(X), corresponds both to(Eq1) and
(Eq2), and, by Theorem 36, the solution of such an equation is homeomorphic to the maximal
spaces of bothM andA .

Using the results in Section 4, we can show in fact that there is a plethora of domain equa-
tions whose initial solutions provide a domain-model for the hyperuniverseNω, e.g.,X ≃ 2⊕
(PPl(X⊥))⊥ or X≃ 1+PPl((X⊥)⊥), etc. More generally, for anySFPM objectD0 such thatU =
MAX(D0) is a finite discrete space, the initial solutions of the equationsX ≃ (D0 + PPl(X)),
X ≃ (D0⊕PPl(X⊥)) (if D0 has at least two points), etc. are domain-models for the hyperuni-
verseNω(U) (see [15] for a definition ofNω(U)).

7.1 Non-isomorphism result

In the light of the above considerations, the natural question arises as to whether the domain-
modelsM andA of Nω, obtained as solutions of the equations(Eq1) and(Eq2), are isomor-
phic. This question was first raised as open problem in [20]. In this section we provide a
negative answer to it.

THEOREM 42 The initial solutions of(Eq1) and(Eq2) are not isomorphic.

Proof . Let FM = C1 + PPl be the functor corresponding to equation(Eq1), i.e., X ≃ 1+
PPl(X). The domainM is isomorphic toF2

M
(M ), which has the shape outlined in Fig. 5.

Observe that any point ofF2
M

(M ) not appearing in the figure is in the upper cone of{⊥1,b1}

since it is a subset ofFM (M ) which surely contains an elementc1⊒ b1.
Let FA = C2⊕PPl((Π1)⊥) denote the functor corresponding to equation(Eq2), i.e., X ≃

2⊕PPl(X⊥). The domainA is isomorphic toF2
A(A), which has the shape outlined in Fig. 6. As

above, any point ofF2
A(A) not appearing in the figure is in the upper cone of{⊥,⊥1,b1} since

it is a subset ofFA(A) which surely contains an elementc1⊒ b1.
It is now immediate to conclude that the domainsM andA are not isomorphic. 2

Once we have established that there is a plethora of domain equations providing (possibly
non-isomorphic) domain-models ofNω we are left with the problem of determining which of
these is the most appropriate. What extra properties do suchdomain models satisfy?

In the work of Mislove, Moss and Oles [20] the domain-model ofNω, i.e., of the (closure
of the space of) hereditarily finite non-well founded sets, is constructed as follows. The key
observation is that the classHF of hereditarily finitewell-foundedsets is the initial set algebra
in Set, namely the initial algebra of the signature comprising theconstante (empty set), the
unary function symbols (singleton) and the binary function symbol+ (union). The domain
M , proposed as domain-model ofNω, is then characterized as the initialcontinuousset algebra
and it is proved to be solution of the equation(Eq1).

On the other hand, the domain equation(Eq2) was introduced by Abramsky [3] to show
how the notion of bisimulation can be captured in the settingof domain theory. The initial
solutionA of such equation (inSFPep) provides in fact afully abstractdenotational semantics
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a1 b1 = {⊥M }

⊥1

c1

a2
{⊥1}

{⊥1,b1}

{⊥1,a1,b1}

{⊥1,a1}

{a1} {b1}

{a1,b1}

⊥2

FM (M ) F2
M

(M )

Figure 5: Structure of the solutionM of X ≃ 1+ PPl(X).

a1 b1 = {⊥,⊥A}

c1

⊥1 = {⊥A}

a2
{⊥,⊥1}

{⊥1}

{b1}
{⊥1,a1,b1}

{a1}

{a1,b1}

{⊥1,b1}{⊥1,a1}

{⊥,⊥1,a1} {⊥,⊥1,b1}

{⊥}

{⊥,a1,b1}

FA(A) F2
A(X)

Figure 6: Structure of the solutionA of X ≃ 2⊕PPl(X⊥).
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for the languageSCCS. More precisely, ifTΣ is the class ofSCCSterms andJ·K : TΣ→ A is the
denotational mapping then for eacht,t ′ ∈ TΣ

t . t ′ iff JtK⊑ Jt ′K

where. denotes the partial bisimulation relation overSCCSterms. Furthermore, the (recursion
free)SCCSterms are shown to provide a notation for the compact elements of A , thus ensuring
also a full completeness result.

One could wonder if it is possible to define a different notionof set algebra (by changing
the signature and/or the equations) which makes domainA an initial continuous algebra. This
could shed some more light on the interpretation of the points of the domainA as “partial sets”,
as it happens for domainM in [20], where a concrete construction of such domain, basedon
the idea of murky (partially specified) set, provides an intuitive meaning for the non-total points
of the domain. On the other hand one could ask if it is possibleto modify the languageSCCS

and its semantics in order to obtain a fully abstract and complete interpretation of the language
in the domainM . More work is necessary to settle these questions.

8 Final remarks

Given anySFP D, the spaceMAX(D) is a Hausdorff space with a countable basis of clopen
sets. One can ask whether Theorem 36 can be extended toSFPep andQStone, the category
of zero dimensional Hausdorff spaces and continuous functions. The answer is negative, since
there is no functor which models the Plotkin powerdomain constructor when we drop the com-
pactness condition. LetD1 = N⊥, D2 = N⊥+ N⊥. Both Max(D1) andMax(D2) are homeo-
morphic toN endowed with the discrete topology. ButMax(PPl(D1)) is not homeomorphic to
Max(PPl(D2)) since the former has only one limit point, while the latter has more than one.
In fact, in Max(PPl(D1)) there is a unique infinite set, namelyD1 itself, whileMax(PPl(D2))
contains infinitely many infinite elements.

It would be interesting to extend the results of Section 4 so as to comprise also thefunction
spaceconstructor. Unfortunately2-Stone is not cartesian closed, in that the space of continuous
functions between two 2-Stone spaces endowed with the compact open topology (the unique
splitting and conjoining topology), in general, is not compact. One could then try to look at
least for the existence of some functor overQStonemodeling the function space constructor
overSFP. But even this is hopeless (also restricting to thecovariantfunction space constructor).

First of all maximal functions betweenSFP’s do not necessarily map maximal elements into
maximal elements, and thus they do not induce in a natural wayfunctions between the spaces
of maximal points. Consider, for instance, the domainsNlazy andBool= {tt, ff}⊥ and take the
continuous functionparity : Nlazy→Bool(defined in the obvious way). It is a maximal element
in [Nlazy→ Bool], but it does not map the maximal pointω ∈ Nlazy to a maximal element of
Bool.

But furthermore, function spaces ofSFP’s with the same space of maximal elements, can
have non-homeomorphic maximal spaces. Consider, for instance,

E = {a,b,⊥}∪{ci : i ∈ N},

with the order given byci ⊑ a, ci ⊑ b for all i ∈ N, and⊥ ⊑ x for all x∈ E. ThenMax(Bool)
andMax(E) are the same discrete space, but the maximal spacesMax([Bool→ Bool]) and
Max([Bool→E]) are different. In factMax([Bool→Bool]) is a finite discrete space containing
only four functions, whileMax([Bool→ E]) contains infinitely many functions. Namely, the
functions fi(tt) = a, fi(ff ) = b, fi(⊥) = ci , for i ∈ N, and the constant functions. All these
functions are isolated points in a topological sense (sincethey are compact elements in theSFP)
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and thusMax([Bool→ E]) is an infinite discrete space and hence it is not compact. Thislatter
example shows also, explicitly, thatSFPM is not closed w.r.t the function space constructor.

Finally, notice that, differently from what happens forSFPM objects, we do not have an
internal characterization of theCSFP’s. It would be interesting to investigate the possibility of
characterizing theCSFP’s in terms of an order-theoretical property analogous to the M-condition
(see Definition 13 and Theorem 15).
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